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prescription for the saving of mankind. Your immense body
politic cannot be immense enough. The whole of my oval
at least will have to form one Republic, Empire, or Utopia
before we can get much further . . . but a very loose
Empire, Republic, or what you will, held together by
almost invisible if absolutely indissoluble federal ties—the
whole of the oval and all of its hinterlands that are of good
will and are ready to participate in that enormous Pax
Romana,
But the individual local units should be the smallest
possible. So that their public assemblies, whether for delibera-
tion or—if punishment still finds place in the public psy-
chology—for punishment, should be of a complete intimacy.
It is essential, if public humanity is to make any progress,
that every man of the Republic should vote on every measure
put forward by Federal authority. This would reduce
Federal measures to a minimum.
And the spirit of the little local units should be that of
courts-martial with, instead of a general-command-in-the-
district, the whole of local public opinion to revise either
decrees or sentences.
We must; in fact, restore to the individual a sense of power,
for without that he cannot recover his sense of responsibility.
And we must get rid of the elected professional politician
to whom we give carte blanche to double-cross us over every
legislative proceeding.
§
You will say that that can never be brought about by the
legislatives we have to-day. Certainly it can never be brought
about by our present legislative procedure. It can only be
brought about, let me repeat, by a changing of our own
hearts. Against that no legislatures can stand up. It is not
law-makers that have brought about the relative softening
of penal laws down the centuries* If it had been left to the
professional politicians we should still be drowning witches,
burning heretics, hanging, drawing, and quartering starving
thieves of halfpenny rolls. It has been the heavy and irre-
sistible thrust of separated public opinions that have brought

